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  for	
  Jezzibell	
  Gilmore	
  
From: Valerie Wittkop, BigWells Technology

From: Sylvie LaPerriere, Google
I am endorsing Jezzibell Gilmore for Board Member.
The Board needs Jezzibell's creativity, energy and perspective to implement its
long-term strategic plan. Jezzibell is a good listener, treats everyone with
respect and has a balanced judgement. All highly-sought qualities for a Board
Member.
Her organization skills and her willingness to tackle difficult mandates will be key
to implement NANOG's strategic direction. Simply put, Jezzibell makes things
happen.
She is an active volunteer of NANOG and currently serves as the Vice-Chair of
the Development committee where she standardized our Sponsorship plan and
drove the sales efforts where she exceeded our wildest expectations. Jezzibell is
a leader and has earned the respect of our community.
I strongly encourage you to vote for Jezzibell, a talented woman, with a solid
achievements record for NANOG. The Board needs committed and reliable
Members like her to continue to deliver on its mission.
From: Gina Haspilaire, Pacnet
Jezzibell has been an invaluable vice-chair of the development committee and
has been instrumental executing the strategy and vision that has allowed
Nanog’s sponsorship program to prosper. Specifically as it relates to support of
our premium partners and her passion and enthusiasm is exactly what will help
bring the organization to the next level as a key member of the Board. I not only
endorse her but ask that you help get her elected by voting TODAY!!!! Don’t put
it off.

From: Patrick Gilmore, Akamai Technologies
I am endorsing Huanhuan Jezzibell Gilmore for the NANOG Board of Directors.
Jezzibell has put enormous time and effort into NANOG since the founding of
NewNOG. Her very first term on the DC, she was elected Vice Chair, acted as
chair in several DC meetings and board meetings. She has shown both the
ability and commitment to make a difference for NANOG.
In addition to the work she has done for NANOG, she is the only candidate who
works in business development. Although she has worked in peering previously,
she is the only person whose day job is making connections with companies,
doing business plans, etc. NANOG needs that experience and ability going
forward.
So please vote for Jezzibell.
And whether you agree with my endorsement or not, please vote in the election,
NANOG needs participation – which Jezzibell happily gives in massive
quantities! J

From: Martin Hannigan
Jezzibell Gilmore has been a substantial figure in the success of NANOG.
She has put amounts of energy and enthusiasm into the Organization. Her
background in business and business development, her passion for the
community and her excellent demeanor and the ease of which people are able to
work with and for her make her a tremendous asset we should not bypass for a
role in our future and as a member of the Board for NANOG. I offer my
endorsement without reservation. Vote for Jezzibell.

